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Abstract. This paper highlights opportunities and considerations when 

developing interaction techniques in the relatively unexplored area of sleep. We 

do this by first describing the sociological aspects of sleep such as the need for 

scheduling and coordinating sleep within a collective, followed by a description 

of the physiological aspects such as the circadian rhythm and sleep stages. We 

then examine how some external factors like the location of sleep and family 

settings can affect sleep to highlight potential design opportunities. We finish 

the paper by describing five distinct themes such as scheduling for a collective, 

supporting sleep transitions and feigning and inhibiting sleep around which 

design opportunities are explored. The main contribution of this paper is a 

discussion on the phenomenon of sleep and its position in the social life to 

provide a rich understanding of sleep and a set of opportunities for interaction 

design research around sleep.  
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1   Introduction 

Sleep is a fundamental and pervasive behavior among members of the animal 

kingdom. An average human needs about 7 to 8 hours of sleep a night [28]. Sleep 

affects our physical and mental health and is essential for normal functioning of all 

processes within our body. For example, sleep has a major restorative function for the 

human body and plays an essential role in memory processes and learning. 

Although there isn‟t a clear understanding of the fundamental purpose of sleep 

from a neuroscience or biology perspective, the functional necessity of sleep is 

demonstrated by showing that failing to do so for even a few days leads to a broad 

repertoire of pathological outcomes [43]. Lack of sleep can lead to a decrease in 

metabolic activity of the brain, a weakened immune system, decreased alertness and 

ability to focus. Sleep reduction is also linked to weight gain [40], increased risks of 

breast cancer [54] and impaired glucose intolerance [42]. It is therefore essential that 

humans get the right amount of sleep. 

However, a busy lifestyle and work pressures have led to an increase in waking 

hours at the expense of sleeping hours. In the 2007 US National Sleep Foundation 

Survey, about 65% of the people stated having some kind of sleep problem and 44% 

reported sleep problems almost every night resulting in symptoms close to insomnia 



[36]. The pharmacological market for sleep disorders was valued at $7bn in 2008 and 

growing. 

Sleep has gained increased awareness not only because of its widely recognized 

functional significance in health but also its influence in people‟s social life and 

performance. We may look at sleep as an activity for resting the brain and body, but 

we can also look at sleep as a special stage, e.g. bedtime ritual, where we interact with 

the world and people around us in a unique style.  

Experiences around sleep are an interesting area that has been dominated by the 

bedding industry for years. Only recently has one seen the emergence of solutions in 

the bedroom that focuses on creating new experiences around people‟s sleep. For 

example, products for directly improving sleep or sleep transitions include devices 

such as Ecotones Sound Therapy Machine
©
 and Philips‟ Wake-up Light

©
. They 

improve sleep by reducing the environmental disturbances (like sound) and help 

people to fall asleep by playing relaxing sounds, creating a dusk lighting ambiance or 

waking people up by gradually increasing light. 

While addressing specific sleep related problems through sensing and interaction 

technology is important, we argue that sleep should be considered as a holistic part of 

our lifestyle. Understanding the social, psychological, and physiological aspects of 

sleep can lead to design opportunities that not only lead to improved quality of sleep 

but also an improved quality of life. 

In this paper we examine the various design opportunities that exist in the context 

of sleep. We start by reviewing HCI literature that is related to sleep followed by a 

review the physiological, psychological and sociological aspects of sleep. We finally 

present various design opportunities that arise from clever integration of the factors 

with socio-physiological aspects.  

The paper has three main contributions:  

 Through a review of the literature we describe the phenomenon of sleep and 

its position in the social life to provide a rich understanding of it.  

 Expand the design space of interactive technologies to include sleep by 

describing factors that need to be considered when designing for sleep. 

 Identify five sleep related themes that have high potential and need for 

interaction design. 

2   Sleep and HCI 

Research into interactive technologies in the home is growing in popularity. There are 

numerous research articles on all aspects of the interconnected living room and 

kitchen yet there is very little research into HCI for the bedroom. This is despite the 

fact that on average a person spends most of their time in their bedroom when at 

home; for most of this time they will be asleep.  This limited research interest in the 

past is perhaps a consequence of considering sleep as a state of inactivity. In this 

section we review sleep monitoring products and fairly limited amount of HCI 

literature that looks at interactive solutions to support sleep. 



2.1   Sleep monitoring tools 

There are a number of technologies available for monitoring the sleep. 

Polysomnography (PSG) [34], is often used in clinical settings and allows researchers 

to view physiological status of a person during sleep e.g. eye movements, chin muscle 

activity, brain activities and heart rate. It is regarded as the gold standard to measure 

sleep and wake activities [23]. However, current PSG measurement requires attaching 

many physiological sensors on the body, which cannot be done unobtrusively [12] 

and therefore less suited for home use. Actigraphy [7] is commonly used as an 

unobtrusive alternative to PSG. Actigraphy is a watch like device that is worn on 

one‟s arm, and measures movements with an accelerometer and interprets sleep and 

wake patterns accordingly [19, 46]. It has been shown to be valid in assessing sleep 

and wake activity but is less accurate for monitoring detailed sleep information like 

sleep stages and sleep onset [1]. Actigraphy is commonly used together with 

subjective sleep assessment methods such as a sleep diary [34], especially in 

longitudinal studies in clinical settings. Many commercial products also incorporated 

the concept of actigraphy. One such example is the iPhone application EasyWakeup 

(easywakeup.net) which, when placed underneath the pillow, can detect the 

movements of a person and it will wake up a person during a relatively lighter sleep 

phase within a user defined wake up time window. 

Zeo [58] is a new sleep monitoring device that is claimed to be able to monitor 

single PSG by three sensors integrated in a headband. Zeo can provide more accurate 

information about sleep quality, quantity and sleep staging than an actiwatch. It is also 

less obtrusive than full PSG measurement.  

2.2   Interaction Design around Sleep 

Most of the research in HCI and design involving sleep has revolved around the alarm 

clock. Landry et al. [27] extended a standard alarm clock to include contextual 

information (traffic, weather, early meeting, etc.) to inform the user of any unusual 

situations that would require an adjustment in the usual morning routine. Schmidt [48] 

has developed a networked alarm clock that is connected with the social network of a 

user. The user can define when to be awoken by including conditions such as „wake 

me if persons A & B are already out of the bed‟, i.e. the wake up time (alarm) can be 

defined by the status of other members of the network. The reverse alarm clock 

designed by Ozenc et al. [39] encourages children to stay in bed and avoids disturbing 

their parents during the night or too early in the morning. Choe et al. [8] carried out 

interviews and surveys to synthesize concepts for supporting healthy sleep behavior 

such as Sleep monitoring clock and role playing game to promote healthy sleep. 

Kim et al. [24] developed a network enabled alarm clock so people can share their 

sleeping status within a social group. They found that sharing sleeping patterns 

allowed participants to feel more connected and intimate [24]. Sleep therefore can 

become an important part of a co-presence system that contributes to achieving a 

higher level social connectedness. Other examples of systems that use the bed for 

connecting remote people to improve intimacy of couples sleeping in different 

locations are The Bed by Dodge [11], Telematic Dreaming by Sermon [50] and 



Somnia [47]. Each of these projects connects sleepers in two different locations 

through sensory immersions such as warming the pillow and transmitting audio and 

video.  

Various creative solutions have been proposed for this unique location and its 

accompanied user state. However, using existing HCI standards is not sufficient to 

meet future user needs and expectations. A good understanding of the specific context 

and user state are needed first in order to come to HCI standards for this specific area. 

In the following chapters we will present different aspects that can be considered in 

this respect. 

3   Sleep 

Humans spend on average about a third of their life sleeping. Although historically 

sleep has been considered to be a state of inactivity, scientists now believe that sleep 

is a dynamic process with brain activity. 

Sleep is the most important form of periodic remission which requires scheduling, 

coordination and careful consideration for ones vulnerability [57]. These activities of 

sleep are of social significance and present rich opportunities for exploring design 

solutions. Most of the social aspects of sleep are often dictated by the human sleep 

physiology and brain activity. For example, bed time rituals of transitioning from 

being awake to asleep and vice-versa have emerged from our intuitive understanding 

of the physiology of sleep. Important differences in sleeping practices in different 

countries (monophasic sleep vs. the siesta culture) can be better understood by 

looking at the human biological clock.  

To identify what role interactive technologies can play in supporting sleep and 

activities around sleep we first need to understand what role sleep plays in our life and 

what sociological, cognitive and physiological processes define it. In this section we 

give a very brief overview of relevant work on the physiology, sociology and 

psychology of sleep. 

3.1   Human Sleep from a Physiological Perspective  

The sleep and wake cycles are driven by the circadian clock and homeostatic sleep 

drive. 

Circadian clock. The internal circadian clock regulates rhythmic variations in 

physiological and behavioral processes, such as core body temperature, food intake 

and sleep [41]. The rhythm of this circadian clock is depicted in figure 1. The 

circadian clock potentiates wakefulness (and alertness) at one phase of the diurnal 

cycle, while facilitating sleep and its attendant processes at the opposite phase [44]. 

Engaging in behaviors that are not synchronized with the circadian clock, such as 

travelling through different time zones or shift work, will result in a misalignment 

between the external environment and the circadian clock.  

This internal clock naturally maintains a periodic rhythm of slightly more than 24 

hours. External factors, most importantly light, provide daily resets of this internal 

mechanism to a 24 hour cycle. Studies have shown that bright light administered 



during the early biological night will delay the timing of the circadian system, 

whereas bright light administered during the late biological night will advance the 

timing of the circadian system [22]. Exposure to light suppresses the release of 

melatonin, a hormone that promotes sleep.     

Sleep onset. Sleep onset refers to the transition from wakefulness to sleep. The period 

is defined as the time spent after a person goes to bed and the light is turned off to 

entering stage one sleep. This process is usually observable via brain signal changes 

[14,16]. Transition from sleep onset to light sleep has been described as the process of 

gradual reduction of arousal through thalamic deactivation, a disappearance of 

saccades, a reduction in endogenous blinking and an appearance of slow eye 

movements. During sleep onset, humans still maintain their reaction to external 

stimuli, even till stage 1 and 2 sleep, though responses and reaction time decrease 

slowly as we enter deep sleep [37]. 

 
Figure 1. The biological clock drives a person‟s sleep and wake pattern throughout a day, 

being most sleepy in the early morning and second in the afternoon. Based on [31]. 
Waking up. The process of awakening is accompanied with reactivation of 

consciousness and alertness. Opposite to sleep onset, increased core body temperature 

and heart rate corresponds to the reduced subjective sleepiness are observed [2]. 

When awakened abruptly from sleep, for example by a sudden noise, one may feel 

drowsy and find it difficult to remain awake. This is known as sleep inertia, and may 

last for minutes up to several hours [25] (sleep inertia  and accompanied feeling will 

also depend on factors such as sleep stage people are awakened from, the amount of 

time they have slept, their circadian phase and so on). So it is essential that a person 

does not wake up abruptly from sleep but that the wake up process is gradual.  

Sleep drive. Just as a person needs to drink when losing fluid during exercising, a 

person needs to sleep when she has not slept enough. The drive for sleep and the need 

for drinking are regulated by the human‟s internal mechanism known as homeostatic 

drive [31]. In terms of sleep, homeostatic drive not only takes into account the hours a 

person has been active during the day but also how many hours were lacking from the 

person‟s previous nights. Therefore he/she may feel sleepier when homeostatic sleep 

drive functions as a result of an insufficient amount of sleep.  

Sleep stages. Human sleep is not a binary switch which is ON or OFF but goes 

through stages and cycles, alternating between light and deep sleep stages. Scientists 

have characterized those stages as Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep and Non-REM 

sleep. Normal nocturnal sleep consists of four or five sleep cycles [20] each including 

several stages of Non-REM sleep and REM sleep. A complete sleep cycle includes 

progression from stage one to stage four sleep and back to stage one and then entering 



REM sleep, after which a new cycle starts again, each lasting around 90 minutes [28].  

Figure 2 shows the various stages of sleep and how a person transitions through these 

stages over the course of a 7 hour sleep.  

After sleep is initiated, one enters Stage 1 sleep. In this stage, most cognitive and 

physiological activities slow down, though body movements still occurs once in a 

while as sleep travels into a deeper stage. A person wakes up easily from Stage 1 

sleep but might recall it as only being drowsy. Stage 2 is seen as an intermediate stage 

between light and deep sleep, lasting about 10 to 25 minutes. Stage 3 and Stage 4 are 

considered as deep sleep stages. The person becomes less responsive to external 

stimuli and the auditory threshold of adults increases compared to Stage 2 and REM 

sleep [10]. Thus it is relatively harder to awaken a person who is in deep sleep. When 

awakened from this stage one may feel disoriented for a few minutes. On average, an 

adult spends 10-20 percent of her sleep time in this slow wave sleep. 

 
Figure 2. Sleep architecture: REM sleep and Non-REM sleep and sleep stages. Based on 

[28] 

As a sleep cycle completes and transits to lighter sleep, one enters into REM sleep, 

also called „Dream Sleep‟ [28]. During REM sleep, one‟s respiration rate and brain 

activities increase, along with the occurrence of dreams. When awakened in this 

stage, one is likely to recall his/her dream. But a person is unable to move due to the 

inability to use his/her voluntary muscles, e.g. postural or skeletal muscles.  

3.2   Sociology of Sleep 

Since as far back as the 16th century there exists literature on the etiquette of sleep 

and the sharing of a bed. It was not uncommon [56] for medieval households to share 

a huge bed among all household members including servants and knights. Often only 

wealthy nobles with large houses could afford separate bedrooms. Sleep in those 

times was a public affair that required ordering and coordination. 

Although sleeping habits have changed and evolved in the 21st century it is still the 

case that members of a collective coordinate “time schedules” for sleep. For example, 

the arrival of a new child compromises the sleeping schedule of a couple to the extent 

that synchronization of the baby‟s sleep with the parents‟ becomes an imperative. The 

sleep synchronization of the youngster not only allows parents to reduce disturbance 

during their sleep but it also hastens the child‟s integration into the family‟s pattern of 

activity. This is not only true of a family but of many other groups. Apartment 

dwellers in urban environments have noise level restrictions at night to reduce sleep 

disturbance of others. 



The scheduling within a collective generally serves two main purposes: first, when 

sleeping, it reduces external stimuli that can disturb the sleep of an individual, and 

second, when awake, it allows members of the collectivity to interact with each other.  

Another important sociological aspect of sleep is safety. The sleeping society is 

extremely vulnerable since it not only lacks the sense of location but also control over 

its social and physical environment. The collective coordination of sleep potentially 

minimizes this vulnerability to an extent.  

Schwartz [49] argues that the transition from sleep to the wake state is a necessity 

for protecting a person against sudden shifts or impositions of a wake status, since 

immediately after waking up a person needs time to gain full control of his or her 

body and mind. The time needed for the transition will vary depending on a person‟s 

mental and physical state, age and other factors. Similarly, bed time rituals play an 

important role in the transitions from being awake to sleep [49, 57]. Familiar cues, 

such as the end of a TV program, often set into motion the bedtime ritual. These 

rituals (such as undressing, washing or donning the sleeping costume) are not only a 

response to sleepiness but they are also triggers to induce sleep [49].  

Another aspect of sleep is how the presence of the sleeper affects those that are 

awake. The effect depends on the context and the relation between those sleeping and 

other wakeful persons e.g. an insomniac being wide awake at night might feel 

helpless realizing other people are asleep.  

There are also different sleeping cultures, which are: monophasic (sleep 

consolidated into one block), bi-phasic (two blocks of sleep during the day and night), 

and polyphasic (one night‟s sleep and several day‟s napping). These sleeping cultures 

are often associated with a particular country or region e.g. bi-phasic is common for 

southern countries like Spain (i.e. siesta), while polyphasic is most common in Japan 

(i.e. napping called inemuri – “to be present and sleep”). It is important to understand 

these differences when designing for sleep. For example based on the physiology of 

sleep napping has a positive effect on the well-being of a person, however social 

norms might not accept napping at work.  

Other cross-cultural differences regarding sleep also include bedtime rituals, co-

sleeping (of infants with parents), the sleeping environment and sleep related 

problems [38].  For example co-sleeping with young children in Japan (59%) was 

found to be much higher than in US (15%) [38]. As a result, a product intended for 

supporting healthy bedtime routines for US families may not work well for Japanese 

families and vice versa. 

Many sociological aspects of sleep are dictated by sleep physiology and how the 

body regulates its sleep and wake cycles. Understanding the physiology of sleep is 

also essential for designing supporting technologies. 

3.3   Psychological Aspect of Sleep 

Many sleep problems are caused by psychological factors, such as worries, a busy 

mind, stress and anxiety [4,15]. According to the survey from the National Sleep 

Foundation [36], 35% of respondents reported that worries and not being able to 

empty one‟s mind are the most disturbing psychological factors affecting sleep. 

Psychological responses, such as stress and anxiety correspond to physiological 



changes like increased respiration rate, heart rate, decreased skin temperature and 

increased body temperature [6]. These physiological changes enhance alertness and 

arousal and are contrary to the decreased physiological state of a person falling 

asleep. Studies that compare good and poor sleepers provided further evidence that 

poor sleepers have increased anxiety and alertness at bedtime, resulting in decreased 

skin temperature [26], increased number of body movements, and increased core body 

temperature [32].  

Therefore, many sleep enhancing products are designed based on meditation 

principles [51], such as muscle and mind relaxation and breathing techniques to 

induce relaxation. These products have the potential to reduce sleep onset when used 

at bedtime, such as the paced breathing devices of emWave
©

 

(www.emwaveforsleep.com) and nightWave
©
 (www.nightwave.com). 

3.4   Sleep Problems and Coping Strategies 

According to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine, there are various types of 

sleep disorders, ranging from respiratory-related sleep disorders to developmental or 

neuropsychiatric sleep disorders. Some of these disorders have a medical cause, while 

others are related to behavioral or cognitive factors. The latter implies that the 

treatment should focus on the behavioral and / or cognitive basis of these conditions. 

The term commonly used for these type of treatments is Cognitive Behavioral 

Therapy (CBT-I). It is a treatment for insomnia, since misperceptions regarding sleep 

and stressful events often play an important role in the development of insomnia. For 

example, people might have problems falling asleep and therefore become more and 

more anxious as the night passes. As a result they might engage in behaviors that are 

detrimental for sleep, such as working behind the pc in the bedroom. The aim of 

CBT-I is to break such patterns by providing insight into people‟s actual sleeping 

behavior and educating them to associate the bedroom with sleeping. Review studies 

have shown the effectiveness of such treatments, reflected by a significant reduction 

in sleeping problems, which exceed those of pharmacological treatments [52] and last 

longer [45].  

3.5   Social and demographic factors influencing sleep 

The physiology as well as sociology of sleep define how the different external 

(environmental) and internal factors influence sleep and sleep quality. Factors, such as 

location, the people around us and our age can have a direct effect on the way we 

prepare ourselves for sleep, how we cope with sleepiness, and how we wake up. In 

this section we describe factors that we believe have the biggest influence on sleep 

and therefore must be considered during designing sleep related interaction 

technology.    

 Location. Our ability to fall asleep and the quality of sleep heavily depends on where 

we sleep. An individual can sleep well at home while suffering from insomnia in a 

hotel room. 

http://www.emwaveforsleep.com/


Factors such as unfamiliar noises [17, 35], additional stress (as in a hospital) [13], 

or an uncomfortable bed can all influence our ability to sleep. Alongside the 

unfamiliarity of a location, comes our anticipation of safety [49, 56]. For example 

being able to sleep for half an hour in a train may refresh us but the anxiety about 

safety while sleeping will make it very difficult to fall asleep. People living in war-

zones or in refugee camps often suffer from sleep related disorders due to anxiety. 

Getting a good night‟s sleep has been found to be difficult for the 62 million people 

living in relatively unsafe refugee camps. 

Another aspect that affects our sleep is the social expectations and norms of the 

location. The way we can make ourselves comfortable (say undressing or curling up) 

at home in our bed may not be socially acceptable in an airline lounge even if they 

have a flat bed. In general, understanding what effect the location has on sleep can 

trigger the creation of new supportive interaction technologies.  

The People around Us. Another important contextual factor is the people who are 

around us when we are about to sleep. For example, families without children have 

very different sleeping routines, sleep duration and problems when compared to 

families with children or to people living alone [3, 18]. 

Partners sharing one bed face disturbances such as, snoring, individual differences 

in room temperature preferences and different bedtime habits (wanting to read before 

sleeping or watching TV). In families with children, pre-sleep as well as waking-up 

routines are important activities for ensuring good sleep for both the children and the 

parents. There maybe other routines in place for when the parent wakes up due to 

young child having difficulty falling asleep.  Interestingly partners often say they have 

a better sleep when they are together instead of sleeping alone, while objective 

measurements show the opposite.  

Recently, a number of different concepts for re-connecting couples and family 

members have been proposed [9, 11, 29, 30]. These concepts could indirectly help to 

improve sleep quality by creating „peace of mind‟. However they can also be 

extended to include sleep as an essential part of re-connecting by creating a more 

intimate link between partners.  

Age. People of different ages sleep differently, have different routines and experience 

different problems with sleep [5, 21]. For example, elderly people suffer from 

insomnia more often and overall have a lower quality of sleep. Their sleep tends to be 

more fragmented and their waking up time is earlier than young adults [28]. Elderly 

people tend to undertake fewer physical activities, have less light exposure and often 

nap during the day; these factors hamper their night‟s sleep. Consequently, new 

solutions should help them to manage a healthier and more physically active routine, 

not just before sleep but throughout the day. In contrast, busy adults, are often more 

stressed which, despite generally being in good health, might lead to problems with 

falling asleep. Solutions for stress management, relaxation guidance and enabling 

power naps could be suitable for this target group. Sleep enhancing solutions should 

therefore be designed differently for the two age groups. 



4   Opportunities for design 

Thus far, we have discussed how sleep is a dynamic process and affected by various 

external and internal factors. When designing products or services that support the 

ritual or activities that influence sleep, we should take into account its basic 

physiological, psychological and sociological characteristics, as well as contextual 

factors such as location and culture. Below we propose design opportunities that 

relate to the aforementioned four factors.  

The opportunities are structured around five themes:  scheduling for the collective; 

sleep management; supporting transitions; context of and around sleep; and feigning 

and inhibiting sleep.  

4.1   Scheduling for a Collective 

As we noted in the section on Sociology of Sleep, scheduling for a collective is an 

important sociological aspect of sleep. Traditionally the ordering and time 

coordination of sleep has been a loosely scheduled activity. But with busy lifestyles 

and more distributed collective, scheduling sleep these days becomes a more complex 

activity that can benefit from careful technology mediated design. Below we list some 

examples of problems with coordination and potential opportunities for HCI.  

Although the authors of the reverse alarm clock [39] and the networked alarm 

clock [48] do not discuss their designs from the perspective of scheduling for a 

collective, both these designs are examples that promote coordination between 

members of a collective. In the first instance the alarm clock is encouraging the child 

to coordinate his awakening to that of his parents.  

However, with the latest developments in sleep sensing technologies (such as Zeo 

[58] described in the previous section) it is possible to redesign the coordination 

strategies through a much richer user experience. For example, the reverse alarm 

clock‟s design can be extended to include children in the age group of 4 – 7 yrs by 

incorporating appropriately presented information about their parents‟ sleep state. 

This could encourage children to only awaken their parents when it‟s absolutely 

essential or if they are in a sleep state that will allow them to respond immediately 

upon being awakened (which can be detected by monitoring the sleep stage of a 

person). Such awareness of a sleeping member is valuable for all members of a 

household (not just children). For example if the door of an elderly person living in 

cared facility could provide awareness cues of the sleep state of the person 

(information like – when they fell asleep and when are they likely to wake-up) it 

might help care-givers to decide whether to return later or wake them up. Another 

usage of sleep awareness was proposed in the Aurama system [9].  The Aurama is a 

context aware system that provides caregivers with information about elders living 

independently [9]. The load sensors in the bed were used to distinguish between, 

moving and staying still (i.e. wake and sleep states); this information together with 

overall sleep patterns was available to the caregiver. However detailed information 

about a sleep state, such us lying in bed awake, falling asleep or sleeping, was not 

available. Such awareness possibilities are only possible now with the relatively 

robust single electrode EEG sets like Zeo [58].  



This form of awareness information can also be shared via network enabled 

devices so a distributed family can coordinate and schedule their activities. There are 

interesting design challenges in supporting such activities for a distributed collective 

that is spread across multiple time-zones. Family calendars and devices could include 

asleep or in bed mode to let remote participants know that they are not available. 

When shared within a social network, it may help strengthen the social relationships 

between friends and therefore may add a new dimension to the current social 

relationships in groups.  

Such collective scheduling of sleep could also be used by people to plan activities 

around time when others might be asleep (in a way “abuse” sleep time). For example, 

one may choose to set-off on a long journey at night to avoid traffic or use the quiet 

time to work or play on their media console. In these cases a person might not only 

choose to not disclose their sleep related awareness information but it is also possible 

to use the relevant networked information to plan their activity to reduce their 

vulnerability (can I get a head-start on the local traffic?) or capitalize on others 

vulnerability (to carry out  anti-social behavior). This will need to be taken into 

account when designing a system for supporting sleep awareness for families as well 

as for social networks. 

4.2   Sleep Management 

Sleep management refers to how we organize our sleep. As we have described in the 

sleep section many sleep problems come from psychological disturbances, 

inappropriate sleep routines or busy lifestyles. As a result people start to sleep less 

[28]. In this situation being able to get a short nap during the day is not anymore a 

luxury but a necessity. Design solutions aimed at sleep management can therefore not 

only address night time sleep but also daytime naps. Below we present two examples 

of designing systems for improving sleep management.  

Event driven alarms. Most HCI work related to sleep has revolved around the 

redesign of the alarm clock. The main focus of the redesign lies in adjusting the wake 

up time based on predetermined condition(s) and in providing contextual information 

that would help to adjust the usual morning routine if necessary. Despite adding 

context and events the proposed alarm clock modifications are still time based. While 

these are useful in a bedroom setting these alarms are of relatively little use in 

locations like the office or train. It might be interesting to explore alarms that can 

awaken a person based on a specific event without including any time constraints.  

Although the network alarm clock [48] is an event driven alarm clock where the 

event is what other members of the social network of the person are doing, the authors 

do not interpret their alarm clock as an event-driven clock and potentially miss some 

interesting design possibilities that emerge from this form of interpretation which 

leads to more possible forms of sleep management. For example, a person napping in 

a train would find it useful if the clock went-off when their station is approaching. 

Rather than having a time-based alarm, it would go off at the anticipated station 

arrival time. The clock could monitor the train information and the user‟s sleep stage 

to trigger the alarm by optimizing arrival time with sleep stage to wake the person at 

the appropriate moment. Similarly a project coordinator might choose to nap until he 



receives a critical email from a colleague. An event driven alarm could help the 

person have a more “intense” nap knowing fully well that they will be awakened by 

the alarm only when an email from the right person arrives. This can lead to well 

rested employees and improved sleep scheduling through napping. 

Improving sleep hygiene. Opportunities exist to combine remote day time activity 

monitoring and sleep monitoring technologies to draw a complete picture of day time 

and night time behavior. As discussed previously, sleep is influenced by many 

psycho-physiological factors, such as light exposure, physical activity, drinking and 

eating behavior throughout a day. Thus, more tailored advice can be provided to 

individuals as a persuasive tool to improve their sleep behavior. 

4.3   Supporting Transitions 

Supporting transition phases of sleep (sleep onset and waking up) can help a person 

fall asleep and wake up feeling fully rested. One needs to carefully consider the 

physiological and psychological aspects of falling asleep and waking up. 

The main challenge during winding down is to reduce the disturbances from the 

environment by supporting consistent bedtime routines by adapting familiar routines 

for different location and people around us.  For example, bedtime routines from a 

bedroom can be adapted and re-appropriated for an airline lounge or office nap. 

Similarly, routines can be adapted for minimal disruption when a bed partner is away 

on business trip. 

Recently several exciting products that support waking up such as EasyWakeup
©
 

(easywakeup.net), and Philips Wake-up Light
©
, have become available. Making the 

waking up more gradual (e.g. such as with the Philips Wake-up Light) can insure a 

pleasant wake up experience. However these products rarely consider supporting 

different requirements of couples who have different wake-up schedules. The 

additional challenge here is to achieve a gradual wake up without disturbing the 

sleeping partner. 

Another example is expressive alarm clock described in [55], where the alarm 

sound of the clock depends on the way the user sets the alarm time (emotional state 

and level of urgency). As described in the sleep section the waking moment as well as 

how a person was awakened affects how the person feels. By using sleep monitoring 

device to detect the sleep stage the waking up experience can be further enhanced by 

alarm sound selection and by shifting the actual wake up moment (e.g. based on the 

level of urgency). 

Sleep onset in the presence of multi-media. Nowadays it is increasingly common 

for the bedroom to include a television and for bedtime rituals to include watching TV 

in bed. Watching TV in bed is generally considered a bad influence on sleep. The 

constantly changing multimedia images and evolving storylines in the program can 

cause anxiety and increase arousal, whereas to induce sleep onset one needs to be 

relaxed and calmed. In addition, the bedroom should be associated only with sleep 

[53]), thus watching TV should be kept outside the bedroom. While moving the TV 

out of the bedroom is a simple solution it is unfortunately not the desired solution for 

most people and that is one reason why every hotel room today includes a TV in the 

bedroom.  



The challenge here is to redesign the TV such that it facilitates the transition from 

awake to sleep for the user. For example, the TV could have a “bedtime” mode where 

the TV recommends a program that not only includes appropriate content but also 

includes visual elements that avoids blue, or slowly reduces the contrast, brightness, 

volume and image quality to create a blurry „sleepy‟ effect, that can help to induce 

sleep onset.  

When a user transits from being awake to asleep his/her capabilities as well as 

needs for interaction changes.  For example, when a person is almost asleep he only 

needs an “off” button whilst when awake a “change channel” button is more 

appropriate. The decreasing of cognitive and physical state of a person during a sleep 

initiating process means a bedroom product should adapt and alter its interaction 

mode from explicit (requiring active user control) to implicit (fully automatic). When 

a user is fully awake, he/she should be able to take full control over the device, 

whereas, when he/she is fully asleep, the device should operate automatically. The 

challenge lies in balancing the two types of interactions for the transition zone from 

explicit to implicit and on the degree of control the system has. Users do not always 

value systems that think for them, even when they are not in a state to do so 

themselves.  

At bedtime, bedrooms are quiet and the light level is generally lower, with people 

avoiding too much physical activity (except for sex, [53]). Therefore, an interface that 

requires precise user input, e.g. small buttons, or has a light based user interface, e.g. 

LCD screen, are not suitable in this context. In such situations UIs need to be 

redesigned to allow quick and effortless interaction; effortless meaning minimal rise 

in a user‟s arousal.  

4.4   Context of and around Sleep  

People sleep in different contexts which can also affect their quality of sleep, for 

example, one might require a dark and quiet room to sleep in at night, but one may be 

less conscious about sleeping on a noisy and crowded train. People might find it 

disturbing when sharing a bed with a partner but at the same time feel lonely when 

alone in bed. These different contextual requirements require careful consideration 

when designing for and around sleep. Below we describe one such context in further 

detail.  

Bed sharing context. People who sleep by sharing a bed with a partner need to face 

and deal with issues such as different bedtime schedules, rituals and preferences 

regarding the sleeping environment. Therefore knowing the preferences of each 

individual in the bed and adjusting the context or setting of devices in the bedroom 

can help reduce conflict. A bedroom TV could include a “partner asleep” mode where 

the volume and brightness settings are adjusted or the TV adapts its orientation (either 

by physically turning or by using the emerging multi-view 3D displays) to minimize 

light for the sleeping partner. Waking up alarms can also be designed to use different 

actuation modes, such as, vibration when one partner wants to sleep for longer, or 

audio alarms when both partners want to get up at the same time. These forms of 

contextual design are becoming important as couples have increasingly different work 

schedules and demands.  



4.5   Feigning and Inhibiting Sleep  

Most of our discussion up to this point has been on improving the quality of sleep and 

the experiences around sleep. However there are several situations where it may be 

useful to feign or inhibit sleep. For example, yawning (real or not) is an important 

social marker; it indicates to the collective that a person is tired. It may be rude in 

some settings but in others, it offers the perfect opportunity to excuse oneself from a 

gathering; a yawn at a dinner party can be followed by a remark about how tired one 

feels and the request to be excused. It is also not uncommon to feign sleep to listen in 

on others‟ conversations or to avoid conversations with a bed mate. 

There are opportunities to explore how systems can be designed to support such 

social activities. If sleep monitoring technology and awareness tools become 

prevalent and popular, it is possible to envisage situations where the user re-

appropriates the awareness provided by these systems to feign sleep or tiredness. 

There are bound to be ethical debates on how far one can go with such re-

appropriation.  

An important aspect of sleep management is inhibition of sleep. Stimulants such as 

coffee are often used to inhibit sleep but their effectiveness has always been 

questioned depending on the amount of actually consumed caffeine.  

Minimizing the need for sleep has been the holy grail for war planners since time 

immemorial [33]. American pilots are often given Amphetamines (otherwise known 

as speed) to keep them alert for 30-hour long missions. There are several military 

research programs (from US and other governments) in place to explore 90-hour long 

shifts.  

Such research ventures are not only of interest to the military but also to shift-

workers and increasingly for professionals such as stock analysts, surgeons etc. Most 

legal sleep inhibition approaches in office environments today rely on stimulants, 

such as caffeine present in coffee and RedBull
©
. New ways of sleep inhibition 

through minimal use of stimulants is of great interest to firms that deal in time-critical 

work.  

Design solutions that combine persuasion techniques with a better understanding of 

the physiology and sociology of sleep can lead to systems that inhibit sleep. Such 

solutions can explore passive approaches such as adjusting the lighting condition, 

bringing together people who need to inhibit sleep and so on. While these approaches 

can work they may be too slow for a rapidly evolving situation. In such cases, design 

solutions can also explore electro-magnetic stimulation to temporarily suppress sleep 

receptors [33]. Such approaches need to be carefully debated and considered from a 

legal and ethical standpoint.  

4.6 Summary  

The following list summarizes opportunities identified in each subsection: 

 Supporting sleep awareness within a family (co-located and distributed) or a 

community (students living in a dorm or cared living for older people) and social 

network aided by sleep sensing technologies 



 Supporting event driven wake-up, where event include external factors (e.g. 

traffic, weather, destination) and internal factor (e.g. sleep stage, desired wake up 

time, urgency, partner sleep stage, specific wake-up triggers defined by the user) 

 Using persuasive tools to provide tailored advice for improving sleep hygiene.  

 Supporting sleep onset in the presence of multi-media distracters such as TVs. For 

example, the color and tone-mapping in these devices can be carefully adjusted 

through detailed understanding of retinal response and color-perception theory to 

positively influence the cycle.  

 Context sensitive intervention that support sleep for an individual while 

accommodating potentially conflicting needs of the partner. For example, 

preserving an individual‟s sleep ritual of reading a book in the bed while 

simultaneously being sensitive to the needs of her partner to sleep immediately.  

 Persuasive tools, techniques and systems to facilitate sleep inhibition in different 

situations and contexts.  

5   Conclusions 

The main contributions of the paper lie in the exploration of a newly emerging topic 

in the area of sleep that is becoming more important due to changes in society and 

lifestyle and presents challenges for which the HCI community can rise to. Through a 

review of the literature we describe the phenomenon of sleep and its position in the 

social life to provide a rich understanding of Sleep. We present a set of factors that 

have a direct effect on the way we prepare ourselves for sleep, cope with sleepiness, 

or wake-up and identify five sleep related themes that have high potential and need 

for interaction design. 

We believe this paper opens up a new topic for HCI research and will serve as a 

beneficial reference for future researchers. 
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